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Introduction

This eBook is not an assemblage of a poet’s work.
Rather, it is the product of a muse’s effort at self-

expression using poems.
 

Employing simple styles and a generous dose of rhymes
I weaved words together to express my perspective and

convictions about God and life.
  

I believe you will be encouraged and inspired to either,
begin the adventure of trust in God, or recline on Him

more than you have ever done. 
 

Enjoy.
 
 



LIFE

I love to travel;
 meet people, know cultures, and see sights that dazzle.

But I wish not to sit, in motion, hour after hour,
covering long distances to places I desire to tour.
Yet to the idea of a trip, I always am agreeable. 

 
How obvious it is from history;

no good thing comes easy.
Every single battle won,

not excepting the failures of empires torn.
Were wrought by wills bolstered by bravery. 

 
Expect the ugly, the good and bad;

accept that you’ll be joyful, at other times sad.
Even if you’re a man-about-town,

beware, life’s pleasures will let you down.
No matter what happens, be glad! 

 
Life’s experiences are always checkered;
your bread will not always be buttered.

Yet you can truly be joyful,
and surely life can be meaningful,

For a life to Jesus surrendered. 
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LIKE JOB

Like Job,
you may have been written off by family,
the good, pleasant days are now history.
You may have been given up by friends,

and hope always leads to dead ends.
You may have lost fortunes,

life no longer rings melodious tunes.
Even God doesn’t seem to make sense –

all his blessings exist only in reminiscence. 
 

Remember,
you’ve got the Father of favour

who’ll never stop being your saviour.
Life may be checkered with, blessings and loss,

yet it is not defined by a coin-toss.
Whatever happens, pleasant or otherwise,

you will, in time, grow to realise,
nothing can separate us

from God’s love in Christ Jesus. 
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LIFE DEATH LIFE

The utterance, the manifest, the creation;
the dust, the breath, the man;

the aloneness, the boredom, the drudgery;
the slumber, the rib, the helper.

And life was good! 
 

The serpent, the guile, the quiz;
the fruit, the lie, the scheme;

the sight, the pleasure, the appeal;
the command, the breach, my shame.

Then I died! 
 

The fall, the blame, the exit;
the curse, the toil, the pain;

the law, the altar, the failure;
the cross, the blood, His grace.

Now I live! 
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DEAR POTTER, CLAY

Dear Potter,
I acknowledge today,

I am an ordinary lump of clay.
Take me in your hands, I pray,

for there I’m willing to stay
or sin my life will slay. 

 
Loving Potter,

mould me everyday.
Help keep sin at bay,

because my life it will fray.
No longer do I want to stray,

doing what I may. 
 

Merciful Potter,
your grace on me do spray.
For I long to live your way,

and be fulfilled when am gray.
So when I die someday
I won’t be a castaway. 
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DEVOTION

Early at dawn,
daily as time moves on.

Diligently, don’t laze, keep on.
Consistently, you can, so go on.

 
Deny yourself early, in the morn.
Deny yourself daily, on and on.

Deny yourself diligently, till its done.
Deny yourself consistently, till life’s gone.

 
Yield yourself early, before the sun.
Yield yourself daily, just like the Son

Yield yourself diligently, all distractions shun
Yield yourself consistently, by the Spirit, not brawn. 
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I RECLINE

On you I recline
Holy Spirit divine

lest I forever pine.
In comfort I may lounge and dine,

still all will not be fine.
In luxury and enjoying man’s best wine

my life still will lack shine.
Since apart from you my soul is out of line.

Even if I, this world’s best combine. 
 

I recline
to fulfil your purpose divine,

lest I always whine.
My anchor, my vine,

my branches around you entwine.
With this connection my life I define,

since my mind you illumine.
I cannot help but opine,

About you, in ways hardly clandestine. 
 

On you I recline,
therefore I am; I am thine. 
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DON'T KEEP MUM

About our faith we must talk,
without fear so as not to balk.
God expects us to always utter

‘Jesus loves you’, and not stutter.
 

Evangelism we’ve been called to,
discipleship is our task to do.

You can – He’s working it in you,
slowly but surely – His promises are true. 

 
The blows may come round after round,

'twill only culminate into crown after crown.
For our ‘light and momentary troubles’

is winning for us the glory of nobles.
 

So don’t keep mum,
when you can always win some.
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MEN UNDERAILED

Despite the wiles, in spite of the guile,
they remain immuned.

Unwavering in faith, unswerving in trust,
they are undaunted.

No compromise, not even small concessions,
they are men, underailed.
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Thanks for reading. 
Kindly send your comments to me via: 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram
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